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ABSTRACT nft) unit vector normal to tooth
surface (i - 1,2) expressed	 in

Geometry and kinematic errors were studied for coordinate	 frame	 Sf.
Gleason-generated spiral bevel gears. 	 A new

method was devised for choosing optimal machine
P1,P2 main contacr points of gear tooth

settings.	 The.- ^^stings provide zero kinematic concave and convex sides,	 respec-
errors and an improved bearing contact. 	 The tively	 (Fig.	 6)
kinematic errors are a major source of noise and

cc vibration in spiral bevel gears.	 The improved gF,gp parameters of pinion and gear
N	 bearing contact gives improved conditions for machine-tool	 settings	 (Fig.	 3),

lubrication.	 A computer program for tooth con- radians
tact analysis was developed, and thereby the new

generation process was confirmed. 	 The new proc- r`F)	 r (P) theoretical	 radius of the
ess is governed by the requirement that during generatinqg surface measured	 in
the generation process	 there	 is directianal plane	 xm' ) = 0 (i	 -	 1,2)
constancy of the common normal of the contacting (Fig.	 3),	 cm	 (ir.)
surfaces for generator and generated surfaces

of pinion and gear.	 The process may be imagined (i)

as	 if the generator axes are guided by a paral- i,f position vector for a contact

lelogram four-bar	 linkage. point on	 tooth	 surface	 (i	 -	 1,2),

expressed in coordinate frame

Sf,	 cm	 (in)

NOMENCLATURE uPop
generating cones surface
coordinates

bF ,bP	parameters of pinion and gear

machine-tool	 setting	 (Fig.	 3),	 cm V(F) surface	 LF	 contact point
(in) velocity,	 cm/sec	 (in/sec)

i (1)	 i (2)	 unit vectors of	 principal	 pinion and (1) surface	 El	 contact point
'I	 '^I gear direction (Fig.	 8)

velocity,	 cm/sec	 (in/sec)

2a,2b major and minor axes of contact
KI1)'KII)

	
pinion principal	 curvatures, ellipse	 (Fig.	 8),	 mm (in)

cm-1	(in-1)
a orientation angle of contact

(2)	 (2)
K 1	KIl	 gear principal	 curvatures,

ellipse	 (Fig.	 8),	 radians

cm -1	(in-')
4, OP pinion,	 gear	 spiral	 bevel	 angle,

(1)	 (2) degrees

m 12	 gear ratio:	 m 12 = w	 /w

Y1'Y2
pinion,	 gear pitch angle,	 degrees

n (F)	 pipion generator tooth surface
unit normal aEl,aLl machine-tool	 setting corrections

(Fig.	 5),	 mm	 (in)

.	 ;

1',



61,62 pinion,	 gear dedendum angle,	 degrees

6 rotation of	 frame	 s h 	relative
to	 frame	 S f 	about axis Zl,
radians

6 e surface	 elastic	 approach,	 mm (in)

6 F ,@p generating cones surface coordi-

nates	 (Fig.	 3),	 radians

L I ,L 2 pinion and gear tooth surfaceq

LF,L P generating surfaces	 for pinion

and gear

0 (21) angle	 formed , b	 unit vectors

i} Z)	and	 i	 1 ^	 (Fig.	 8),

radians

OF ' oP g-nerating surfaces rotation

angles	 (Fig.	 3),	 radians

mi3O2 pinion,	 gear rotation angle,

radians

41 (F), 	 head cutters blade angles for

pinion and gear (Fig. 3), degrees

N(F),W_(P)	 cradle angular velociti e s for

cutting the pinion and gear,
rad/sec

,^r(1),ti(2)	 pinion and gear angular velocities,

rad/sec

SUBSCRIPT, SUPERSCRIPTS

c	 cradle

F	 pinion generator

M	 machine

P	 gear generator

s	 surface of generator

1	 pinion

2	 gear

CARTESIAN COORDINATE FRAMES

S (j)	 connected to cradle

S f 	fixed to frame of gearbox, used
for aesh of L l and E2

S h 	fixed to machine, used for mesh

Of I F and I l

S (i)	 connected to machine frame

i - 1,2

S8 j)	connected to tool cone j ^ F,P

SI,S2	 connected to pinion, gear

SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS ARE USED in many applications

where mechanical power must be transmitted

between intersecting drive shafts. Namely, two

such applications are the rear axle differential

gearbox for land vehicles and the transmissions

used in helicopters. For spiral bevel gears,

there is a continuing need for ever stronger,

lighter weight, longer-lived, and quieter run-

ning gears. Above all, a rapid and economical

manufacturing method is essential to the indus-
tries that use bevel gearing in their products.

For many years, the Gleason Works (1-3)*

has provided the machinery for manufacture of
spiral bevel gears. Tnere are several important

advantages to the Gleason methods of manufac-

ture. The machines are rigid and produce gears

of high quality and consistency.

The cutting methods may be used for both milling

and grinding. Grinding is especially important

for producing, hardened high quality aircraft

gears. Both milling and grinding are possible

with Gleason's method since the velocity of the
cutting wheel does not have to be related in any

way with the machine's generating motions.

A disadvantage is that the Gleason method

does not produce conjugate gear tooth surfaces.

This means that the gear ratio is not constant

during the tooth engagement cycle, and, there-

fore, there are kinema—cal errors in the trans-

formation of rotation from the driving gear to

the driven gear. On the other hand, it was

historically found necessary to provide "mis-

match" between the gear tooth surfaces in order

to reduce the sensitivity to accidental mis-

alignments during assembly and to the inevitable

misalignments caused by gearbox deflections

under loaded conditions. The unfortunate

byproduct was kinematic error.

The kinematic errors in spiral bevel gears

are a major source of noise and vibrations in
transmissions. Tests on helicopter transmission

vibrations have been conducted by the NASA Lewis

Research Center (4). Figure 1 shows the vibra-

tion measured by placing an accelerometer on a
transmission housing. The bevel gear caused the

most noise and vibration. By comparison, the

planetary gear stage was relatively quiet.

Therefore, the objective of the research

presented herein was to find a way to eliminate

the kinematic errors for bevel gears, while

retaining all the advantages of the Gleason

system of manufacturing such gears. The gear

cutting machines have a number of special set-

tings called "machine settings" which uniquely

determine the motion characteristics of the

manufactured gears. There are many combinations

of machine settings that will produce the same

nominal gear. Within such an allowable group

of machine settings there is an optimum combi-

nation that will give zero kinematic errors.

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at

end of paper.
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The methods for determining these settings are

described in this paper. The main feature of

the modified gearing is that the contact normal

to the gear tooth surfaces does not change its

direction in the process of meshing.

In addition several other important fea-

tures of previous research on bevel gears are

included in this research. Litvin and his col-

leagues have addressed the analysis and synthe-

sis of spiral bevel gears (5-8). Computer aided

simulations of the conditions of tooth meshing

and bearing contact have been worked out by

Litvin and Gutman (9,10) and by the Gleason

Works (2,3). The so-called tooth "bearing"

contact is the envelope of the contact ellipses

between the gear teeth as they go through the

mesh cycle. The best bearing contact moves

lengthwise along the tooth rather than along a

line between the root sad tip of the tooth.

Thie type of motion gives improved conditions

for lubrication.

The key features and principal equations
of the methods of analysis and synthesis are

presented herein. Not all details are given due

to limited space. The results presented herein

are based on a ne. tooth contact analysis (TCA)

computer program using the new methods of
synthesis.

MANUFACTURING METHOD

The gear cutter cuts a single space during

a single index cycle. The gear cutter is

mounted to the cradle of the cutting machine.

the cutter spins about an axis which itself

moves in a circular path. At the same time, the

gear blank rotates. The combined process gene-

rates the gear tooth. The machine cradle with

the gear otter may be imagined as a crown gear

that meshes with the gear being cut. The cradle

rotates slowly about its axi , as does the gear

which is being cut. The cutter spins rapidly.

The cradle only rotates far enough so that one
tooth is cut and then it rapidly reverses while

the workpiece is withdrawn from the cutter and

indexed ahead in preparation for cutting the

next tooth.

We consider that two generating surfaces,

L F and Lp, are used for the generation of the
pinion tooth surface, L l , and the gear tooth

surface, L2, respectively. The fianks of

adjacent teeth are cut simultaneously (duplex

method) but each side of the pinion tooth is cut

separately. The basic machine-tool settings

provide that four surfaces, IF, Lp, I1, and E2,

are in contact at the main contact point. In

the process of meshing, surfaces LF and L1,

and respectively surfaces Ip and L 2 contact

each other at every instant at a line (contact

line) which is a spatial curve. The shape of

the contact line and its location on the con-
tacting surfaces is changed in the process of

meshing. The generated pinion and gear tooth

surfaces are in contact at a point (contact

point) at every instant.

A head-cutter used for the gear generation

is shown in Fig. 2. The rhapes of the blades

of the head-cutter are straight lines which

generate a cone while the head-cutter rotates

about axis C-C. The angular velocity about

axis C-C does not depend on the generation

motion but only on the desired cutting velocity.

Two head-cutters are used for the pinion gener-

ation; they are provided with one-sided blades

and cut the respective tooth sides separately.

The head cutter is mounted to the cradle of the

machine.
Figure 3 shows the cone-surface which is

the generating tool s^,rface. We consider two

coordinate iystus ri i dly connected to the

cradle: (i) S IIa J )) in yyh ch we represent the

cone surface and_^2) SfJ^ which is rigidly

cr)pacted to Se) ) and rotates about the

X i) -axis of the fixed coordinate systems

Sa l) (j - F, P; i	 1,2 see nomenclature).

The cradle with the cone surface represents the

generating gear which is in mesh with the pinion

(gear) in the process of cutting. The cone sur-

face represents the surface of the tooth-side

surface of the generating gear.

The generating surfaces are represented in

S^ J) (j - F,P) by the following equations:

x^ J) - r(J ' cot WS J) - u j cos *^j)

y (J)	 u. sin * (J) sin (6. T q.) T b. sin q.
c	 J	 c	 J	 J	 J	 J

Z(J)	 U. sin * (J) c0s(6 . T q ) + b. cos q.
c	 J	 c	 J	 j	 J	 J

Q - F,P)

(1)

where uj, B j are the coordinates of a point

on the tool cone surface ( generating surface); bj

and q	 are the parameters of machine-tool

settings;r ( ) is the head-cm er radius

which is measured in plane x(lmt - 0; and

the upper ana lower signs for q•

J 

in Eqs.

(1) are given for tha right -hand 8piral and

left-hand spiral gears, respectively.

The cradle of the cutting machine carries

the head-cut eF (Fig. 4). The cradle rotates

about the x( p̂t, 2) coordinate axis with angular

velocity w " ) while the gear being generated

rotatepp bout its axis 7.2 with angular veloc-

ity	 11 . The angular veloc.ties o€ cradle and

gear ar FFelated by ratio m 2P . w(2 /W^ P .
Axis %2) is perpendicular to the element of

the gear root cpne as shown in Fig. 4. Thus,

axes Z 2 ane Zm2) make the angle r 2 - e2,
where y 2 is the pitch an g le and p 2 is the

gear dedendum angle.

An auxiliary fixed coordinate system Sf
is rigidly connected to the housing of the gear

train. We will consider the meshing of gears 1
and 2 in system Sf.

GENERATING THE GEAR - Considering the gen-

eration of gear 2 (Fig. 4) ye use the following
coordinate systems:	 (1) SA P) , a movable

coordinate system, which is rigidly connected

to the generating gear (to the cradle with the



generating surfacse Lp) and (2) a fixed coor-

dinate system S.; 2	whichwhich is rigidly connected
to the frame of the cutting machine, and the

coordinate system S2 which is rigidly con-
nected tom ar 2. The location 9f coordinate

system S B with respect to Sh
c
 is deter-

mined by qp and by Fig. 3). Op represents

the cradle rotation, rcp) is the radiis of the
head cutter circle, and ap is the root cone

rpiral angle.

GENERATING THE PINION - Similarly, consid-

ering the piniop eneration, w44 se 55 h coordi-
nate systems SS	 (Fig. 3), wTA , Sm ll , and SI
(Fig. 5). We designate S h to be an auxiliary

fixed coordinate system, where we consider the

mesh of surfaces IF and L l . Coordinate
systems Sh and S f are related by having a

common origin and a small relative angular dis-

pla,!ement. Unlike for thj generation of gear 2,

the aces of rotation x llm	 and Z I do not

intersect each other; rather they cross. It is

necessary to introduce this crossing of axes in

order to gain degrees of freedom in designing

the cutting process and allowing the possibil-

ity to minimize the kinematic errors. 6EI
and pL l are the sought-for corrections of the

machine-tool settings with which the meshing of

gears 1 and 2 is to be improved. In addition,

two other parameters mrn be determined. Tney

are the blade angle 4-c	 and a turning angle
6. Angle 6 determines the orientation of

coordinate frame Sh with respect to Sf.

This turning is performed about the pinion axis,

ZI, when the gear and pinion will have been
placed in mesh and with the origins Oh and
O f being coincident.

DERIVATION OF NEW SETTINGS (SYNTHESIS)

Deriving the machine-tool settings, we have

to satisfy the following requirements: (1) the

generating surfaces, IF, and Ep, and the gear
tooth surfaces, L 1 and I 2 , must be in contact

at the main contact print. The main contact

points for the gear tooth concave and convex

sides are P I and P 2 , respectively (Fig. 6);

(2) the cutting ratio for the gear generation

provides that the instantaneous axis of rotation

by the gear cutting coincides with the pitch

line 0fP (Fig. 6); (3) the cutting ratio for
the pinion generation provides that the equation

of meshing for surfaces IF and El

is satisfied at the main contact point. The

equation of meshing is given by

(F)	 (FI)

Z	
. v	 . 0	 (2)

Here Z(F) is the unit nopm l to the generat-

ing su f p ce I F ; v 1 F1) ' x` F) _ v(I) where ,vr(F)
and vjl) are the velocities of the point of

tangency of surfaces IF and LI, respectively;

(4) the blade angle for the gear head-cutter it.l

considered as given; the blade angle for the

linion has to satisfy the requirement that the

generating surfaces, I F ar.d Ip, have a
common normal at the main contact point; and

(5) the gee 
1' 

`at o is given by

11'12(#1)	 w lJ	 ^ 2)/w 	 rrhpre Ol	 a the gear
angle rotation and w` 1 	 and w t2 ) are the

rotational speeds of pinion and gear.

Equations were written to represent the

above conditions in a computer program for the

purpose oft ratively seeking the values of

AE I , GLI, WqF^and 6 that would minimize
the kinematic error. The starting point is to

require that.

dm12(01)
del	

0	 (3)

at the main contact point.

The result of the analysis requires that

the following relation is satisfied.

CE 1 cos 1 F. = a L 
I 

sin i F	 (4)

where

rF = 6 F + q F + O F	 (5)

and B F is the surface coordinate of the

generating cone determined for the main contact

point; qF is the setting parameter (Fig. 3);
and the upper and lower signs for qF in

Eqs. (5) and (1) are given for the right-hand

spiral and left-hand spiral gears, respectively.

To help in a physical understanding of the

theoretical result, consider Fig. 7. A feature

of the theoretical result is that, during the

entire process of meshing, the special machine
settinLa provide a constant direction of the

contact normal to the gear tooth surfaces. We

may interpret the new process of gear generation

as described in Fig. 7, which applies in toe

neighborhood of the main contact point. Imagine

that the four involved surfaces II, E2,
IF and Lp are in continuous contact, with the

centers of tool cones Lc and Lp carried on a

parallelogram linkage.

The drawing shown in Fig. 7 is presented

in plane 11 which is drawn through the common

normal to the gear tooth surfaces (CiP,
i - 1, 2) and the instantaneous axis of rotation

of the gear (02P). The generating surfaces
IF and Ip are in contact at P. Curves LF

and Lp are obtained by the intersection of

plane 0 with the generating surfaces Lp apd

Lp. The difference of curvature radii PC

and^CF) provides the desired localisation of
bearing contact.

We may imagine that both generating sur-

faces are carried by the connecting rod of the

parallelogram 020ICIC2. The generating
surtace rotates about an axis which intersects

plane 11 at point Oi (i - 1, 2). Thus,
point Oi is the center of rotation of the

crank of the parallelogram.	 It is evident that

the common normal to the generating surfaces

will keep its original direction within the

neighborhood of the main contact point P



since the connecting rod performs a curvilinear
translational motion.

TOOTH CONTACT ANALYSIS

KINEMATIC ERROR - A tooth contact snalysis

computer program was developed to provide numer-

ical results that check the theory that was

derived to minimize the kinematic errors. The

TCA , rogram calculates tooth bearing contact,

co-.act path, and kinematic errors as a result

of the input, which includes the machine set-

tings. The program is based on the following

principle. At the instantaneous contact point

between the meshing teeth, the position vectors

must agree, the equations for meshing between
generator and generated gear must be obeyed, and

the surface normals mist agree. The following

equations represent these principles.

^f l) ("F' B F . *F' 
•1/ ` +r.f2) up, B P I #pI ^2)

(6)

f 
	
luF• e F - 10 F) = 0	 (7)

f 	 (u 
P, 

B p , • P) ' 0	 (8)

l) (e F . 
OF' •1) ` kf2 )kf 	 (Bp, •P. 

'Z)	
(9)

Here, 4,1 and #Z are the angles of rotation of
gears 1 and 2, respectively, when they are in

mesh; `F and yp are the angles of rotation

of the generating gears.

The equations of meshing (7) and (8) are

linear in uF and up respectively.
Eliminating up and up, we may represent

Eqs. (6) to (8) as follows:

Zfl) (e F . 4F, 01) . 
kf2) \

Bp, op. 
♦2,

(10)

Equations (9) and (10), considered simultane-

ously, express that when surtaces Il and 12

are in mesh, they have a common point and a com-

mon normal, and that such a point is the contac-

ting point of the gear tooth surface. Since

F.qs. (9) and (10) are vector equations, there

are a total of six scalar equations. Because

the surface normal vectors are unit vectors,

there are only five independent scalar equations

in six unknowns. Fixing one of the six unknowns

in these equations (say 8F), we may solve
the system for the other parameters as functions

Of BF. This may be represented as follows:

O p (e F ). s F (8 F ), iP(eF)

(11)

s1(8 F ), ♦1( eF)

The equations are solved using a nonlinear

equation solver which is based on an iterative

scheme. The kinematic errors are determined

simply,by comparing the rotations #1

and *2-

BEARING CONTACT - The determination of the

dimensions and orientation of the contact

ellipse at the contacting point is based on the

method developed by Li_vin (5,6,11). The method

starts with the equation for the .ormal curva-

ture which comes fror, differential geometry

theory.

n • v
K  =2	 (12)

v

where Kn is the normal curvature, yr is the

velocity of the contact point across the surface

and 6 is the velocity of the tip of the sur-

face unit normal, n, , which changes its direction

while the point moves over the surface.
The method of finding the contact ellipse

is further developed by the following consider-

ations in solving a characteristic value (eigen-

value) problem. The maximum and minimum values
of curvature are the "principal" values of

curvature and the principal directions are the

corresponding directions of the unit vectors

that are tangent to the line of intersection

formed by the normal plane and the surface whose
curvature is sought. The method is to determine

the principal curvatures and directions of sur-

faces LI and L2 in terms of the principal

curvatures and directions of the generating

surfaces IF and Lp. Then the relations

between the principal curvatures and direction

of the contacting surfaces are used to determine

the contact ellipse of the elastically deformed

tooth surfaces.
Consider that the principal curvatures and

directions for the contacting surfaces are

determined and A (Fig. 8) is the point of con-

t ZC of gear 4joth surfaces and the unit vectors
JJ and 1	represent principal directions

I t) on gear tooth sur 7fa es, L1 and E2.

Principal directio	 II` 1) is perpendicular to

the unit vac of kt) (i	 1,2). Unit vectors

it{ 2) and	 1) lie in the tangent plane to

+urfaces I 2 and L 1 which is drawn through

the instantaneous contact point A.. Angle a(21)

wt7h is formed by unit vectors ^t " and

k	 is known since the principal directions
for the matins surfaces have already been

determined.

Axes 2a and 2b of the contact ellipse

represent its dimensions and a gle a its

orientation with respect to k^' 	 Angle a

i	 easured counter-clockwise from the n-axis to

11 2 . We may determine a,b ind a using

the following equations (11):

A	
l [,,(I) _ K(2) - ( 

2 - 2	
cos 2,(21)

4	 c	 gl	 glg2

)1/2

.1

•



B	 1 rK(1) - K(2)	

\ 
2 - 2	 cos 2x(21)

4 L c	 c	 \g1	 glg2

g2) 
1/2	

(14)

	

(	

1/2	

( 1 1)

1/2

	

A 	
, b - g 	 (15)

sin 2o (21)B
tan 2a	

2	
(16)

(21 

9 1 - 9 2 
cos o

where

K (i)	 K (i) + K(i)	
and	

. K(i)

c	 1	 II	 gi	 I

- KII ) (i - 1,2)	 (17)

6 e is the approach of the elastic surfaces

under the load.	 The rati-) of ellipse aces is

represented as follows:

b - IAI	 (18)

The bearing contact is simply the envelope of

the set of contact ellipses for whole meshing

cycle of the mating teeth.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE - Figure 9 shows the

bearing contact on the convex side of the gear

tooth in a set of bevel gears with the following

parameters:

Tooth numbers,

N 1 - 10, N2 - 41

Gear pressure angle,

*c(P) . 20'

Diametral pitch,

Pd - 141.2 mm (5.559 in)

Mean cone pitch distance,

OhN - 81.94 mm (3.226 in)

Cutter diameter,

r (P) - 76.20 mm (3.000 in)

and

- -1.27 mm (-0.0499 in)

OL 1 - -0.93 mm (-0.0368 in)

The contact ellipse moves along the surface in

the process of meshing. The kinematic error is

zero over the whole mesh cycle if the pinion

cutter blade angle, O( F) n 16.969' and
6 - -0.274'. However this blade angle is not

pTa^tical. Choosing the nearest blade angle

yCF - 17' requires also that 6 = -0.314°
and hence results in nonzero kinematic errora,

but they are still very small. For this exam-

ple, they are leas than 0.02 arc sec. For gears

made without the specialmachine settings, the

kinematic errors are in the range from 20 to 90

arc sec.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Spiral bevel gear geometry was investigated

using the sLandard laws of kinematics for spa-

cial gearings, as well as important results from

the differential geometry field. The object was

to eliminate kinematic errors in the motion

transmission because such errors are a major
source of noise and vibration. A computer pro-

gram was created that simulates the cutting and

meshing processes for the pinion and gear. The

-omputPr program yielded the tooth geometry,
ontact path, kinematic errors, and contact

tllipse between the mating gear teeth.

The following results were obtained.

1. A method of generating spiral bevel

gears with zero kinematical errors was devel-
oped. Gleason gear generating equipment may be

used. Practical considerations of using stand-

ard blade angles give nonzero but still very

sm+ 1 1 kinematic errors.

2. The generation process takes place under

the requirement of a constant direction for the

contact normal during the p rocess of meshing.

The process may be imagined as if the tool cone

centers are carried on a parallelogram four-bar

linkage during the tooth generation process.

3. The new process provides that the con-

tact ellipse moves lengthwise along the roo,h

in the most advantageous way for good

lubrication.

4. The new generation method was confirmed

by calculations run on a digital computer pro-

gram for tooth contact analysis.
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